PROPOSAL FOR EARNING GENDER STUDIES CREDIT
FOR NON-GEST LISTED COURSEWORK

This form should be completed by the student, signed by instructor, and submitted to their Gender Studies advisor or the Gender Studies chair no later than the end of week 1 of the course in question. Questions can be addressed to your Gender Studies advisor.

Name of Student: ____________________________________________

Title and Number of Course: __________________________________

Name of Instructor: __________________________________________

I am applying to have my: (select one)
☐ Independent Study count as a Gender Studies Component course
☐ Independent Study count as a Crosslisted course in GEST
☐ Tutorial count as a Gender Studies Component course
☐ Tutorial count as a Crosslisted course in GEST
☐ Individual work in a course count as a Gender Studies Component course

Your work on gender in the course must do one or more of the following:
• Address issues of gender and/or sexuality theoretically or conceptually, as opposed to simply presenting gender similarities or differences or “adding women” or other underrepresented groups;
• Explicitly include and analyze feminist/queer/intersectional gender perspectives, theories, and/or concepts;
• Use, expand, or critique feminist or queer methodologies.

For Gender Studies Component Qualification:
On the back or a separate sheet, please indicate how at least 25% of your independent study, tutorial, or individual work will be satisfied with work focusing on gender. Include the number and type of written assignments, along with brief descriptions of other components of the independent study touching on gender. If there is a syllabus for the course, IS, or tutorial, please also attach that to this form.

For Gender Studies Crosslisted Qualification:
On the back or a separate sheet, please indicate how at least 50% of independent study, tutorial, or individual work will be satisfied with work focusing on gender. Include the number and type of written assignments, along with brief descriptions of other components of the independent study touching on gender. If there is a syllabus for the course, IS, or tutorial, please also attach that to this form.

Student Signature: __________________________________________ Date: __________

Instructor Signature: _________________________________________ Date: __________

GEST Advisor Signature: _______________________________ Date: __________